Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking a moving (ground) target from a UAV is a key requirement for many reconnaissance, surveillance and target acquisition (RSTA) application -one of the many uses of UAVs. For RSTA purposes, the UAVs are equipped with appropriate sensor payloads to enable them perform their desired mission. In many cases, the track sensors consist of cameras that are mounted so that they point forward or sideways. The tracking problem is typically to autonomously and dynamically position the UAV so that a moving target remains substantially within the vehicle's camera field of view regardless of the specific target motion patterns. The problem is a special case of a predator-prey differential game, which has a vast literature starting from the pioneering work of Isaacs [1] , and cannot be fully referenced herein. We mention only a couple of recent works. In [2] , a variety of path planning methods was described for UAVs to track targets moving at varying speeds. A tracking scheme was described in [4] for UAVs that operate in communication-constrained adversarial environments.
In this work, we describe a system for tracking a ground target from UAVs with rotary wing and fixed wing airframes via delayed estimation of target motion from noisy sensors. The algorithm works by estimating the acceleration of the ground vehicle and using a point mass model to estimate its velocity and position; these estimates are used to produce waypoints for the UAV.
The beauty of this approach is that the only information provided to the UAV guidance system are waypoints required to establish and maintain track of the target. Therefore, no modification of any sort is required on the UAV's guidance and control systems. As long as the vehicle can follow simple waypoint commands in closed loop, it will work with the proposed method. Another advantage is that it works very well for UAVs that have sensors (e.g. cameras) of fixed attitude and geometry. The problem would be somewhat simpler if the camera is steerable or pointable (and that is easily accommodated in our scheme). In addition to tracking from rotary wing UAVs, a key feature of the approach described in this work is that it allows tracking with fixed camera attitude/geometry from small fixed wing UAVs that are minimally maneuverable. Many of the UAVs have replaceable sensors, so the camera may be replaced by an infra red camera or a millimeter wave radar depending on the environmental conditions of the mission. The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section II formulated the problem, section III presents the basic modeling, section IV the generation of waypoints for stable tracking, and section V presents the results.
II. PROBLEM OVERVIEW
The delay and noise inherent in visual recognition and tracking algorithms, especially when added to communication delays makes our tracking problem difficult. Moreover, if there are minimum speed limits on the aerial vehicle (as any fixed wing UAV would have), the ground vehicle can easily give the slip to the tracking UAV. We pose the problem as the tracking of a two dimensional double integrator point mass model with a three dimensional double integrator point mass model with velocity and acceleration constraints. We model the camera sensor as being able to maintain target detection within a right circular cone vertically beneath the UAV with the cone angle being equal to the field of view (FOV) α of the camera (this is illustrated in Figure 1 ). The FOV circle on the ground thus has a radius of z tan α 2 where z is the altitude of the vehicle. We propose tracking control laws that are exponentially stable and maintain stable tracking even with extremely noisy tracking sensors. This structure abstracts the essential features of the tracking problem without the distractions of detailed vehicle dynamics and various constraints. Furthermore, it eases tracking design for UAVs whose attitude stabilization control laws (commonly known as the inner loop) are already implemented, and therefore a given.
III. CHASER AND PREY MODELS
We work purely with discretized models as the handling of delays is natural in this setting. We denote the sampling time with T , x p , and v p denote planar position (x p , y p ) and velocity vectors of the quarry, and x c , v c denote the three dimensional position (x c , y c , z c ) and velocity vectors of the chaser. The prey model is simply a double integrator with an unknown acceleration input a p :
The chaser model incorporates information about the position tracking and velocity tracking time constants ( τ x and τ v ) of the inner loop controller on board the UAV: 
where x re f ,pl c (k) is the planar part of the chaser position set point.
IV. THE TRACKING CONTROL LAW
If we can set the tracking set point to cancel the terms arising from prey vehicle position, velocity, and acceleration in the error equation above, we will have exponential tracking of the quarry. The control law in this case would be-
However, we have to work from delayed and noisy measurements of the quarry position and velocity. To this end, we estimate current quarry position, velocity and acceleration from the measurements. We assume that the delay (nT ) is an integral multiple of the sampling time T -this is realistic since the sampling time is small compared to the delay. The measurements we have are
where ν 1 and ν 2 represent measurement noise, whose properties under different operating conditions may be available. The estimation of quarry dynamics needs some filter/predictor. To avoid making assumptions upon the measurement noise in estimator design, we design an FIR (finite impulse response) filter to this end. The filter simply takes a weighted average of the m past estimates of acceleration, assuming it to be constant over that time period and giving maximum weight to the most recent estimate.
While the number of past points used, and the filter coefficients can be chosen to optimize some objective function, we simply chose m = 5 and c 1 = . Using the estimate of the acceleration, we perform prediction of the current state of the quarry (position and velocity) using the quarry double integrator model:
Finally, we update the vertical coordinate of the aerial vehicle with the following gradient descent type law that minimizes the cost function
with respect to z c , givingż
The above cost function is motivated by the idea of maintaining the position of the aerial vehicle and therefore its tracking camera, within a square inscribed inside the field-of-view circle on the ground. Besides, it ensures that the vehicle does not climb so high that it can no longer detect the quarry. Most chase missions are of short duration, so the constant increase of altitude does not take the UAV too high.
V. R ESULTS
We performed simulations with the above control law on a representation of the Ft. Benning MOUT site with both a hover capable chaser and a fixed wing chaser (can't go slower than a minimum velocity). The vehicle capabilities were as follows: maximum speeds of 25m/s (hover-capable) and 40m/s (fixed wing), maximum acceleration of 10m/s 2 , τ x = 0.25s, τ v = 0.5s, the minimum speed for the fixed wing vehicle was 25m/s, and the vehicle had flew between 25 and 50m. The field of view of the camera was taken as α = 120. The two figures below show the chase results for the hover capable and fixed-wing vehicles. The quarry in each case is denoted by solid circles at times of 1, 2, 3, 7, 14, 21, 28 seconds (moving from left to right on the map in the figures). The chaser is represented by an unfilled circle at those same times. The path of the quarry is represented by a thick black line and the path of the chaser is represented by a thin line. The target vehicle is always either accelerating or decelerating at 3m/s2. It has a maximum velocity of 25m/s (almost 60mph) and it negotiates turns with a velocity of 7.5m/s. The measurement noise variance for both position and velocity is 5 units (very large compared to actual values). Figure 2 shows the chase done by the hover capable vehicle. Figure 3 shows the altitude variation of the chaser during the chase. In this case, the chaser is able to maintain its quarry in view while it follows it. The altitude remains in a small range-which is desirable as we don't want vehicle actuation authority to be wasted in altering altitude except when necessary. Figure 4 shows the corresponding chase for a fixed-wing chase vehicle and Figure 5 the variation in its altitude. Since this cannot fly slower than 25m/s, it has to make figure of eights and circle around the quarry as the quarry slows 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The chaser as is locally exponentially stable by design-as the x and y position error equations are exponentially stable, and the gradient descent is also stable (the altitude cannot increase indefinitely). We may be able to determine a stability region of the tracking in the presence of vehicle constraints such as predator or prey vehicle acceleration and speed limits using Sum of Squares programming [3] . Performance in the presence of noise and occlusions (no measurement for a few time steps) is also amenable to analysis in the Sum of Squares framework. 
